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Home Infusion Nursing Software 
Providing home infusion and specialty pharmacy organizations 
with the tools they need to improve outcomes 

Key Features

Trusted Infusion Partners

Whether you are a specialty pharmacy, home health care  
provider with in-house nurses, or a subcontracted provider,  
AlayaCare has the tools you need to ensure your operations 
are handled efficiently.

The home infusion and specialty pharmacy markets are set  
to experience record growth. Post-acute care providers must  
act now to automate manual business processes to ensure  
high-quality care, or risk missing out on profitable growth.

Optimized for  
all devices

Electronic pre  
and post-infusion  
documentation

Easy to use clinical  
documentation and GPS 
based punches

Tracking and managing  
care time vs. ongoing  
time

Handle multiple offices   
or clinics within one   
system

Schedule and route  
optimization for selecting 
best RN or subcontractor
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Scheduling 

Forms & Clinical Documentation 

Dashboard & Care Management 

Select best fit RNs based on required  
skills, qualifications, continuity, caseload  
and travel time using employee finder. 

Schedule both in-house infusions and 
ambulatory (clinic) infusion. 

Optimize daily schedules and routes.

Choose from a selection of pre-built 
pharma specific forms in form library. 

Match pharmacy specifications 
with custom form templates. 

Tailor your specific home infusion 
documentation needs with user-friendly  
form builder or custom Plans of Treatments 
and Plans of Care. 

Supervise field operations, KPIs, Alerts,  
and custom reports through dashboard view. 

Gain real-time visibility into GPS-based RN  
visits and real time scheduling adjustments. 

Track trends within documentation for 
outcomes-based planning and reporting. 

Product Overview
Trusted by our partners to support their needs from intake to billing, our 
feature-rich software enables your home infusion or specialty pharmacy 
organization to manage, track, and automate your operations. 
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RN Mobile App

Virtual Care 

APIs & Integrations 

Continue care management with access to 
all required clinical forms and documentation 
in either online or offline mode. 

Cut down travel costs with in-app travel-time 
calculations based on GPS-based punches.

Provide RNs with mobile self-scheduling, tasks, 
visit offers, and schedule management. 

Empower patients with secure access to  
care documentation, scheduled appointments, 
and digital forms for electronic signatures. 

Support virtual visits with HIPAA compliant  
video conferencing. 

Remotely deliver health checks and  
infusion care. 

Easily integrate with pharmacy  
management solutions. 

Manage RN credentials and ensure  
compliance with built in HRIS capabilities. 

Streamline referrals with subcontracted 
nursing agencies. 

Product Overview 
(Continued)
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